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UNCONDITIONAL BASES IN L2(Q,a)

SERGEI V. HRUSCËV

ABSTRACT. A method is given for producing unconditional bases in sub-

spaces Kg = H2 Q 9H2 of the Hardy space H2, 9 being an inner function in

the upper half-plane. For 9 = exp(iaz) the space Kg is the Fourier-Laplace

transform of L2(0,a), which allows us to establish a necessary and sufficient

condition for certain families of functions (including exponentials) to constitute

unconditional bases in L2(0,a).

1. A family of nonzero vectors {e„} in a Hilbert space H is called an uncon-

ditional basis in H if every element x in H can be uniquely decomposed in an

unconditionally convergent series

Yar- an G C.

The Köthe-Toeplitz theorem says that a complete family {en} is an unconditional

basis iff for some c, 0 < c < 1, the following "approximate Parseval identity" holds:

¿-^, \2< / _j O^n^n ic-'Y^f

for every finite sequence {an} of complex numbers.

A classical example of an unconditional basis, in fact orthogonal, is given by

the family of exponentials {emx}nez, H = L2(0,2ir). Unconditional bases of ex-

ponentials {elXnX} in L2(0,a) have been described in [1] under the assumption

infnImAn > —oo (sup„ImA„ < +oo). The functions w satisfying the Mucken-

houpt condition (A2) on the real line R,

(1) SUp I   —7    /   W dx J   ■   I   yyy    /   W'1 dx 1   <  +00,

I being the family of finite intervals, play an important role in this description. It

was observed later [2] that the theory of Hankel operators permits one to extend

the result of [1] to families of reproducing kernels of the Hardy class H2 in the

upper half-plane C+ (see [3] for details). The methods developed in [1 and 3] can

be applied to the description of the resonance frequences of semi-infinite strings

corresponding to unconditional bases of resonance states [4]. One more application
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has been considered recently in [5] to investigate the unconditional basis property

of{xP-1Eit0(ixXn)} in L2(0,a). Here

OO fa

E^) = Yf(aTß)
is a Mittag-Leffler function [6]. In this paper the results of [5] are extended to

more general families. The advantage of the approach presented is that it makes

the arguments more transparent even in the case of exponentials (ß = 1).

2. Our main tool is Widom's criterion for invertibility of Toeplitz operators T<p

with unimodular symbols ¡p. We recall that the Toeplitz operator Tv with symbol

<p, <p being a bounded measurable function on R, (p G L°°(R)) is defined by

Tvf = P+(<pf),        fGH2.

Here P+ stands for the orthogonal projection in L2(R) onto H2. We define the

Hilbert transform v of v G L°°(R) as follows:

We state Widom's theorem in the form used in [3] (see Theorem 5). We say that

a unimodulalr function <p is a Helson-Szegö function if Tv is invertible. We denote

by H°° the Hardy algebra in C+.

THEOREM (WIDOM [7]). Let <p be a unimodular function. Then the following

are equivalent.

1. ip is a Helson-Szegö function.

2. distLoc(<p,H°°) < 1, dist(p,H°°) < 1.

3. There is an outer function f G H°° such that \\ip — f\\oo < 1-

4. ip — exp{i(û + v + c)}, where u,v G L°°(R), ||t>||oo < tt/2, c G R.

5. There are a constant X, \X\ = 1, and an outer function h with \h\2 satisfying

the Muckenhoupt condition (A2) on R such that

<p = Xh/h.

REMARK. Notice that T^ is left-invertible for a unimodular ip iff" dist(<p, H°°) <

1 (see [3]).

Widom's theorem, as stated above, provides a simple proof of the following well-

known lemma. We put z = x + iy, Pz = ir~1y ■ (x2 + y2)^1 and denote by Pzf the

harmonic extension of / from R to C+.

LEMMA 1. Let h be an outer function in C+. Then \h\2 satisfies (1) on R if

and only if

Pz\h\2 < const- \h(z) |2,        Pz\h\~2 < const -\h(z)\-2.

PROOF.   If \h\2 satisfies (1) then T^„  is invertible and 2 of Widon's theorem

implies dist(/i • h~l,H°°) < 1. It follows that there exist / G H°° and q < 1 such

that

| \h(x)[2 - f(x) ■ h2(x)\ < q\h(x)\2,        x G R.
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Since Pzfh2 = f(z) ■ h2(z) and \\f\\oc < 2, we obtain

Pz\h\2<q-Pz\h\2 + 2\h(z)\2,     i.e.    Pz\h\2 < 2(1-qy'-Mz)}2.

Similarly one can prove the second inequality. The converse is a trivial estimate of

the Poisson kernel.    D

A sequence {A„} in C+ is said to be interpolating if for every bounded sequence

{an} there is / G H°° such that /(An) = an. The Carleson theorem [8] says that

{A„} is interpolating iff

(2) inffT   ^h   >0.
» k%  Afc - An

Clearly, (2) implies the Blaschke condition in C+ which allows one to consider the

Blaschke product

Z Ann n

where the unimodular constants en are chosen so as to provide the convergence of

the product in C+.

Any inner function 6 in C+ generates a subspace Kg = H2 Q 9H2 of H2. We

denote by Pg the orthogonal projection onto Kg. Clearly Pg = 0(1 — P+)ö.

THEOREM 1. Let h be an outer function in C+ satisfying \h\2 G (1). 6 an inner

function in C+, {An} a sequence in C+ such that

(3) sup|fl(A„)|<l.
n

Then {Pg(h(z — An)-1} is an unconditional basis in Kg if and only if

(a) {A„} is an interpolating sequence; and

(b) h-h~1B6 is a Helson-Szegö function, B being the Blaschke product associated

with {Xn}.

3. An application. We observe first that h(z — A„)_1 G H2 in view of

Lemma 1. Now we show how to deduce the main result of [5] from this theorem.

Let £a be the set of entire functions with conjugate indicator diagram [0, ia], ß G R,

{A„} a sequence satisfying inf„ Im A„ > 0, B the Blaschke product associated with

{A„}, 9a(z) = exp(iaz).

THEOREM (GUBREEV [5]). For ß G (1/2,3/2) the family {xß~1Eitß(ixXn)}
is an unconditional basis in L2(0,a) if and only if

(a) {An} is an interpolating sequence; and

(b) there is an entire function F in £a with simple zeros {Xn} such that

|x|2^_1'|F(x)|2 satisfies the Muckenhoupt condition.

PROOF. This theorem is in fact a partial case of Theorem 1 with h = z1~13.

To see this we put x+ = max(x,0) and note that (x°Ç~ /r(a)) * (x+~ /T(p)) =

x" /P(a + ¿0 (see [9])- Hence, applying the operator of fractional integration

Iaf(x) dâf ̂  * / = ^   fX(X - IT'V(i) dt
Y (a) Y (a) J0
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with a = ß — 1 to the Taylor series of exv(iXx), we obtain /p_iexp(z'Ax) =

xß-1Ehß(ixX). Next,

=Lr /     xß~lelzx dx = e^l2z^ß,        z G C+

1 \ß) Jo

(see [9]), which yields the following formula for the Fourier-Laplace transform of

x^-^Ei^ixX), AgC+:

roo

/     xß-xEitß{ix\)e'xdx = elß*'2(X + z)-1 ■ zl~ß.
Jo

The Fourier-Laplace transform / —> / is an isometry of L2(Q, +oo) onto H2 which

maps L2(0,a) onto Kg*. The function zl~ß is outer in C+ and \x\2^^ß^ satisfies

(1) for ß G (I, §). Therefore we can put h = zx~ß in Theorem 1.

To finish the proof we need the following lemma. For an outer function h sat-

isfying [h\2 G (1) we consider the class Mh a of entire functions F G £a such that

l^~Te(l).

LEMMA 2. Let {Xn} be a Blaschke sequence in C+ with inf ImA^ > 0. Then

the following are equivalent:

(1) There is an F in Mh,a with simple zeros {A„}.

(2) h ■ h~1B6a is a Helson-Szegö function.

A proof of the lemma follows the same line as the proof of Theorem 1.2 (Part

III of [3]), which deals with the case h= 1.    D

For ß < 1 the family {xß~1Ei,ß(ixX)} is not a basis in L2(0, a) since no element

of the family belongs to L2(0,a). To see that the case ß > | is also impossible is

more difficult and we refer the interested reader to [51.

4. Proof of Theorem 1. Let TV and M be linear subspaces of a linear space

H.   We say that H is a direct sum of TV and M (notationally H = TV -j- M) if

TV n M = {0} and H = TV + M =f {n + m: n G TV, m G M}.

We begin with two geometrical lemmas.

LEMMA 3. Let TV and M be closed subspaces of a Banach space H and T be a

bounded operator from H to a Banach space X such that KerT = TV and TH = X.

Then H = TV -j- M if and only ifT maps M isomorphically onto X.

PROOF. If H = TV + M then T: M —» X is an isomorphism by the Banach

theorem. Let now T map M isomorphically onto X. Pick any h G H and consider

m = (T\M)~1Th G M. Then obviously n = h-mG KerT = TV, i.e. h = n + m.    P

LEMMA 4. The orthogonal projection Pq onto a subspace G of a Hilbert space

H maps a subspace F isomorphically onto G if and only if H = F -j- G±, where

G^ = HQG.

PROOF. Put X = G,T = PG and apply Lemma 3.    D

We are going to apply Lemma 3 with T being a Toeplitz operator. The following

lemma justifies these applications.
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LEMMA 5. Let <p be a Helson-Szegö function and I an arbitrary inner function.

ThenT^(H2)=H2.

PROOF. The desired equality is an immediate consequence of the factorization

LEMMA 6. Let h be an outer function and {Xn} an arbitrary Blaschke sequence

in C+. Let \h\2 G (1) ando be an inner function. Then Pg is an isomorphism from

the closed linear span of {h(z — An)-1} onto Kg if and only if h ■ h~l ■ B ■ 9 is a

Helson-Szegö function, B being the Blaschke product with zeros {A„}.

PROOF. Let F be the closed linear span of {h(z - An)-1} and G — Kg. By

Lemma 4 the projection Pg maps F isomorphically onto G iff H2 — F -j- G1-. Put

now TV = F, M = G1- = 9H2, X = H = H2, T = T(S/h)S in Lemma 3. Lemma 5

guarantees that T.-^.^^H2) — H2. To check that KerT^.^-g = F we observe

that T(h/h)B = Tb ■ TVh-_This yields KerT(h/h)B = (T(V^))_1(Ker%). Now

KerT-g = Kb — span{(2 — An)-1}. Besides, we have

(4) T^/h{h(z - A„)-J) = P+(h(z - Xr/)-1) = h(Xn)(z - A„)-\

which implies the desired conclusion Ker T = F, since X^ ,h is invertible.

Lemma 3 says that H2 — F + GL iff T^^s-g : G1- —> H2 is an isomorphism. The

latter is, clearly, equivalent to the fact that (h/h)B9 is a Helson-Szegö function.    G

Let (a) and (b) of Theorem 1 hold. Then (a) implies that {(z — An)-1} is an

unconditional basis in Kb [10] (see also [3]).   Since T^,h is invertible, it follows

from (4) that {h(z — A„)-1} is an unconditional basis in its span F. Now (b) and

Lemma 6 imply that Pg maps F isomorphically onto Kg, which proves the theorem

in one direction.

Let {Pg(h(z — A„)-1)} be an unconditional basis in Kg. We recall that a

family {e„} of vectors of a Banach space is called uniformly minimal if there is

a biorthogonal family {/„} of bounded functional ((en,fm) = 6nm) such that

supn ||en|| • ||/n|| < +00. If {en} is an unconditional basis then it is uniformly min-

imal. It is clear that if Te* = en and ||en|| > c • ||e* || then {e*} is also uniformly

minimal. Set /* = T*fn. Then |K|| • ||/*|| < c"1 ■ ||T'|| • ||e„|| • ||/n||.

LEMMA 7.   7/supn |0(An)| < 1 then there is a positive constant c such that

||^(M2-Ä„)-1)ll>c||M^-Ä„)-1||.

PROOF. We have

WP^z-^r1]] = ikz-p+X^x-äj-1!]^ = WP+Ohix-Xrj-'u*,

p^h   9(x)-9(Xn)   h

tl X       Áfi
* (llrK/ÍI 9(x)-9(Xn)h

x — Xn I?

> (l-supieiAnJlj-dir^lir^HMx-An)-1!!^.

Since T-ri/h is invertible, (4) implies that {(z - A„)-1} is uniformly minimal

too. It is well known that {B(z - Xn)~1(iB'(Xn))~1} is a biorthogonal family for
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{(z — An)-1}, which yields inf„ \B'(Xn)\/lmXn > 0 and therefore {A„} is interpo-

lating. Then {(z — Xn)~1} is an unconditional basis in Kb- From (4) we obtain that

{h(z — A„)-1} is an unconditional basis in F because T^/h is invertible. Lemma 7

says that Pg does not distort the elements h(z — A«)-1. This clearly implies that

Pg: F —> Kg is an isomorphism. Lemma 6 gurantees that h ■ h~x ■ B9 is a Helson-

Szegö function.    □
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